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This paper focuses on the identiﬁcation of temporal trends involving different granularities in clinical
databases, where data are temporal in nature: for example, while follow-up visit data are usually stored
at the granularity of working days, queries on these data could require to consider trends either at the
granularity of months (‘‘ﬁnd patients who had an increase of systolic blood pressure within a single
month’’) or at the granularity of weeks (‘‘ﬁnd patients who had steady states of diastolic blood pressure
for more than 3 weeks’’).
Representing and reasoning properly on temporal clinical data at different granularities are important
both to guarantee the efﬁcacy and the quality of care processes and to detect emergency situations. Tem-
poral sequences of data acquired during a care process provide a signiﬁcant source of information not
only to search for a particular value or an event at a speciﬁc time, but also to detect some clinically-rel-
evant patterns for temporal data.
We propose a general framework for the description and management of temporal trends by consider-
ing speciﬁc temporal features with respect to the chosen time granularity. Temporal aspects of data are
considered within temporal relational databases, ﬁrst formally by using a temporal extension of the rela-
tional calculus, and then by showing how to map these relational expressions to plain SQL queries.
Throughout the paper we consider the clinical domain of hemodialysis, where several parameters are
periodically sampled during every session.
 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Health care institutions collect a huge quantity of clinical
information about patients, such as that related to therapies and
surgeries, and about health care processes such as admissions, dis-
charges, and examination requests. All of these pieces of informa-
tion are temporal in nature [1] and are often processed by
considering different time granularities (i.e., time units). For exam-
ple, follow-up visits are usually planned on working days and the
recorded clinical parameters are often interpreted according to
the month/season when they were observed as well as according
to the therapy cycle holding when they were acquired; ICU data
are acquired with timestamps up to the unit of minute/second
and then may be interpreted according to the hours elapsed since
the intervention. A proper representation and reasoning on tempo-
ral clinical data [2] is important both to guarantee the efﬁcacy and
the quality of care processes and to detect, as soon as possible, anyll rights reserved.
bi), giuseppe.pozzi@polimi.it
i), http://home.dei.polimi.it/
to).
taly.emergency situation. Among the different and heterogeneous (and
often domain-dependent) features of temporal clinical data, in this
paper we shall focus on two general aspects of these data, namely
those of (i) temporal patterns and of (ii) temporal granularity.
As for the ﬁrst aspect, temporal sequences of data acquired
during a care process provide a signiﬁcant source of information,
not only to search for a particular value or an event at a speciﬁc
time, but also to analyze the frequency and the regularity of some
patterns of temporal data, and to discover sets of events connected
by particular temporal relationships [1]. As an example, during a
hemodialysis treatment, the difference between two subsequent
measurements of the patient’s weight, sampled at a ﬁxed time
interval of 10 min, should not exceed a ﬁxed value. Furthermore,
sound clinical decisions require to observe and detect the increase
of some given vital signs (e.g., heart rate – HR, systolic blood pres-
sure – SBP, diastolic blood pressure – DBP) measured during the
administration of a drug and to verify that, during this time period,
only a ﬁnite number of exceptions (i.e., parameter values outside
the speciﬁc trend) occur. Temporal patterns represent speciﬁc se-
quences of data values relevant to the clinical domain. Typically,
temporal patterns are made of some basic temporal trends (e.g.,
increase, decrease, stationary), and state values (e.g., high, low)
[3–6], which are the main components for more complex, domain-
and context-dependent concepts, named knowledge-based
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Abstraction (KBTA) methodology proposed by Yuval Shahar is
widely known in the medical informatics area and has been ap-
plied to several clinical domains such as cardiology, diabetology,
neonatology, bone-marrow transplantation, oncology [3,8–12].
Moving to consider temporal granularity in the context of tem-
poral clinical data, the introduced examples highlight how time
units associated to clinical data need to be carefully considered
both when representing and storing and when querying temporal
clinical data. Indeed, different time units have to be dealt with even
for the same clinical domain: for example, follow-up visits are
planned on working days and are ﬁxed by specifying hour and
minute of their beginning, while hours and weeks are used as time
units to temporally locate and interpret clinical treatments and re-
lated data. Furthermore, both the hemodialysis sessions and the
time periods related to drug administrations can be considered
as interesting observation time units, when querying and abstract-
ing the underlying data. Thus, the considered time units can be
calendric units, as days, weeks, hours, and domain-speciﬁc units,
as hemodialysis sessions: each time unit represents a time granu-
larity, i.e., a partition of a time domain in groups of indivisible ele-
ments called granules [13,14]. Temporal granularities have been
deeply studied in the context of temporal databases, where several
proposals deal with the deﬁnition of temporal data models and
query languages, allowing one to use different time granularities
both when storing and when querying data [15–19]; speciﬁc tem-
poral query models and languages have been proposed also to sup-
port the management of temporal clinical data with multiple
granularities [20–22].
With respect to this scenario, the focus and the main novelty of
this paper are in ﬁlling the gap between the proposals dealing with
ﬁnding temporal trends in clinical data and the proposals related
to querying temporal clinical data with multiple granularities.
Indeed, usually temporal trends for clinical data are preliminarily
speciﬁed and derived by considering the adopted, single, granular-
ity of underlying data; the set of derived temporal trends can be,
then, queried with different granularities (e.g., ‘‘ﬁnd the increasing
trend for SBP starting and ending in the same month’’, where the
increasing trend for SBP has been deﬁned by using the granularity
of minutes, i.e., the time unit used for timestamping SBPmeasure-
ments). A limitation of the current proposals is that it is not usually
possible to specify temporal trends based on multiple granulari-
ties, in order to query and analyze clinical data: for example,
queries as ‘‘ﬁnd patients having an increase of SBP all month long’’
or ‘‘ﬁnd patients having an increase of SBP from a hemodialysis
session to the next one’’ cannot be simply speciﬁed through the
existing temporal query languages.
More speciﬁcally, we aim at deﬁning a general framework for the
description and the management of temporal trends by consider-
ing speciﬁc temporal features with respect to (possibly) multiple
time granularities: we shall deal with granular trends, i.e., temporal
trends speciﬁed according to some particular granularity and its
inherent features. Temporal aspects of data are considered with re-
spect to the context of temporal relational databases, ﬁrst formally
by using a temporal extension of the relational calculus, and then
by showing how to map relational expressions to SQL queries.
The major novelties of this paper are:
1. the proposal of a logic-based taxonomy of granularity-depen-
dent temporal trends for clinical data (timestamped at a single,
predeﬁned granularity);
2. the application of this taxonomy in designing SQL queries on
clinical data.
The proposed framework, thus, focuses on timestamped clinical
data: data can come from the measurement of some vital signs(e.g., SBP, DBP, HR), from information related to therapies (e.g.,
daily drug assumption, number of people involved in a psychiatric
contact), from settings of medical devices (e.g., quantity of drug
injected by a pump), and so on. The framework does not directly
apply to biomedical signals, where sampling, noise ﬁltering, real-
time processing are the most common aspects: however, our
framework could be suitably applied also to timestamped clinical
parameters derived from biomedical signals (e.g., the number of
ventricular ectopic and supraventricular events in a 24-h Holter
monitoring device). The framework can be considered as a formal
basis for the development of On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP)
tools allowing the speciﬁcation and analysis of trends on time-
stamped clinical data [23]: to this regard, our proposal does not
deal with monitoring and real-time requirements, as we assume
to have (off-line) temporal clinical data that need to be analyzed
in a sophisticated way to support clinical decision making.
As a proof of concept, we designed and implemented a running
prototype allowing the user to specify granular trends through a
graphical interface; the prototype executes the corresponding que-
ries on the considered clinical database and provides the user with
a graphical interface displaying the found trends. We then applied
the framework and the related prototype to the analysis of hemod-
ialysis data.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents some
important contributions from the literature dealing with the main
topic of the paper; Section 3 provides a motivating scenario used
throughout the paper, concerning hemodialysis treatments;
Section 4 introduces our approach to represent temporal databases
and multiple granularities, and the adopted temporal relational
calculus; Section 5 focuses on the logic-based taxonomy to de-
scribe some granular trends; Section 6 describes the mapping on
top of a relational data model of tables, views, and queries deﬁned
in Sections 5, 7 presents the prototype tool we developed on top of
a real relational database system as a proof-of-concept of our ap-
proach and of its feasibility; ﬁnally, Section 8 reports concluding
remarks and future work.2. Related work
In this section, we brieﬂy discuss some main contributions from
the literature in the area of representation and reasoning on tempo-
ral clinical data abstractions, and in the area of temporal databases.2.1. Representing and reasoning on temporal clinical abstractions
Several proposals focus on the representation and the analysis
of temporal clinical data. In dealing with stored clinical data, we
need to consider them at abstraction levels higher than the one
at which they are stored [24]. A recent, comprehensive survey on
temporal abstraction for clinical data analysis can be found in
[25]. Temporal abstraction (TA) has been applied in many applica-
tion areas after the seminal work of Shahar and co-workers [7,8].
Interesting abstraction mechanisms for decision support systems
have been proposed in [3,7,9,24]; these approaches deal with data
related to one patient at a time, only, and do not allow one to query
the whole database of patients. Moreover, temporal abstractions
cannot be speciﬁed with respect to different granularities. Our
proposal provides a solution to both these limitations.
Bellazzi et al. [26] present an approach to pre-process and inter-
pret clinical time series using TA techniques. The idea is to ﬁlter
the original time series using TA and then to interpret the new
and derived time series by both statistical and artiﬁcial intelligence
methods. Basic abstractions extract simple trends (e.g., increase,
decrease, stationary trends) or states (e.g., low, normal, high val-
ues), while trend abstractions allow one to express ‘‘fast’’ or ‘‘slow’’,
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minimum temporal extension of the pattern to be detected [26].
However, though the goal of this approach is to detect multidimen-
sional patterns or to extract compound data patterns from a mono-
dimensional time series, the temporal features of the extracted
patterns (e.g., the pattern holds over all the time series or over
all the time points of a speciﬁc day/hour) are not taken into consid-
eration: to this regard, our proposal allows the speciﬁcation of
several granularity-depending features for the considered tempo-
ral trends.
In a recent work [27], Bellazzi et al. proposed a temporal data
mining tool for the assessment of the clinical performance of
hemodialysis services, on the basis of the time series automatically
collected during the dialysis sessions. The paper is mainly focused
on applying data mining techniques, on reducing the high volume
of data to be considered, and on evaluating the efﬁcacy of the
treatments delivered to patients. Moreover, the analysis is mainly
directed to consider data from every single patient, rather then
providing a tool to select patients showing some speciﬁc trends
over time.
Miksch et al. [10] deal with the problem, that has not been faced
in our proposal, of abstracting steady qualitative descriptions over
time from noisy, high-frequency data. The proposed approach is
made of three steps: (i) removal of data errors, (ii) clariﬁcation of
the curve, i.e., transformation of a still noisy data intro a steady
curve with additional data distribution information, and (iii) qual-
iﬁcation of the curve, i.e., abstraction of qualitative values (e.g.,
‘‘normal’’, ‘‘high’’) from quantitative data and coalescing adjacent
data points showing identical values to obtain intervals [28]. The
result of each step is shown to the physician who can set up some
meaningful parameters, such as the length of the time window, the
number of permitted gaps (i.e., missing data points inside an ex-
tracted interval), the point of change for the qualitative values,
the step width. Another proposal focusing on abstracting ICU data
is described in [29]: Salatian and Hunter propose a system which
abstracts large volumes of continuous data into trends, in order
to reduce the information overload for the medical staff. At ﬁrst,
the system ﬁlters the data; next, a temporal interpolation creates
simple intervals between consecutive data points. These temporal
intervals are classiﬁed as ‘‘increasing’’, ‘‘decreasing’’, or ‘‘steady’’;
the ﬁrst two trend attributes are classiﬁed into ‘‘slow’’, ‘‘moderate’’,
or ‘‘rapid’’ depending on the slope of the change. Finally, a tempo-
ral inference iteratively merges (i.e., coalesce) intervals with
similar characteristics intro large intervals. The system has been
applied both to historical and to real-time data.
Shahar et al. [11] propose the KNAVE-II system as an intelligent
interface for a distributed architecture to query, interpret, summa-
rize, visualize, and explore large numbers of distributed time-ori-
ented clinical data. As main contributions, the user can perform
interactive computations and visualizations of domain speciﬁc
temporal abstractions, navigate and explore data, knowledge, and
temporal abstractions. The main goal of the system is thus that
of considering data from several time-oriented databases, and to
help novice users to perform queries, providing suitable abstrac-
tions. The approach presented in [11] has also been evaluated by
Martins et al. [12], proving the efﬁcacy of the described system
even with non-expert users. In comparison to our proposal, these
proposals, where the exploration and query through temporal
abstractions is explicitly dealt with, do not consider the speciﬁca-
tion of trends according to some granularity-dependent features is
not considered.
2.2. Temporal databases
Temporal databases allow one to describe the temporal evolu-
tion of the information by associating one or more temporaldimensions to stored data [30,31]. The main temporal dimensions
associated to stored information are the valid time and the transac-
tion time [31], even though other dimensions have been proposed
and discussed [32]. Valid time of a fact describes the time when
the fact is true in the modeled reality; transaction time is the time
when the fact is current, i.e. not logically deleted, in the database
(in a database supporting transaction time, data are never deleted
and even non-current data can be retrieved, if needed). Valid and
transaction times can be incorporated into a relational database
by extending the relational schema with speciﬁc temporal attri-
butes for each tuple.
Two representations are possible both for valid time and for
transaction time. The ﬁrst representation is named point-based,
and it allows one to associate each tuple to the time instant when
the tuple is valid or current, respectively. A similar approach
proposed in the database literature associates any tuple to a chro-
non: a chronon is the smallest, discrete, non-decomposable unit of
time [33] and can be considered as the smallest, atomic period of
time we can specify. The second representation is named inter-
val-based, and it associates each tuple to the time interval during
which the tuple is valid or current. With respect to the point-based
representation, the temporal dimension of each tuple is repre-
sented by means of an additional temporal attribute VT (valid time)
or TT (transaction time), while for the second representation, the
time interval is represented by means of two attributes denoting
the start-time and the end-time of the interval (VST and VET for va-
lid time, and TST and TET for the transaction time, respectively). In
this paper, we shall use both the point-based representation and
the interval-based one, to represent temporal data, temporal
trends, and temporal granularities.
Temporal data can be represented and queried according to
(possibly) different time granularities: a time granularity is a parti-
tion of a time domain in groups of indivisible elements, called
granules. In this paper, we shall adopt for granularities the follow-
ing deﬁnition [34], which specializes the more general deﬁnition of
granularity given in [14].
Let T be the time domain and I be the domain of a granularity G,
called index set. Informally, a granularity is a special kind of map-
ping from the index set to subsets of the time domain. In the fol-
lowing formal deﬁnition [34], the index set I and the time
domain T are the linear discrete domainN ordered by a 6 relation-
ship: such a relationship is denoted as ðN; 6Þ.
Deﬁnition. A granularity is a mapping G : N! 2N such that:
1. for all i < j, for any n 2 GðiÞ and m 2 GðjÞ; n < m;
2. for all i < j, if GðjÞ– ;, then GðiÞ – ;.
The ﬁrst part of the above deﬁnition states that granules in a
granularity do not overlap and that their order is the same as their
time domain order. The second part of the above deﬁnition states
that the subset of the index set that maps to non-empty granules,
forms an initial segment.
Several proposals deal with the deﬁnition of temporal data
models and query languages, allowing one to use different time
granularities both when storing and when querying data [15–19].
In the nineties, the temporal database community made consider-
able efforts in reaching a consensus on a temporal relational model
and a related query language, the TSQL2model and language, to al-
low the user to suitably manage data temporalities [35,16]. The ef-
forts then continued with the involvement of national/
international standardizing organizations: a new part for SQL3
(the more recent ISO standard version of the SQL language), called
SQL/Temporal, was proposed and formally approved in July 1995 as
part of the SQL3 draft standard [36]. Due to several reasons, even
though it was demonstrated that queries with SQL/Temporal were
remarkably shorter and simpler than the corresponding ones in
Table 1
A fragment of the view SBP storing values of the parameter systolic blood pressure
acquired during hemodialysis sessions.
SBP
PatientId Value SamplingT
p1 120 2003-07-02 13:23:28
p1 110 2003-07-02 13:28:28
p1 105 2003-07-02 13:33:28
p1 115 2003-07-02 13:38:28
p1 115 2003-07-02 13:43:28
. . . . . . . . .
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Currently, some commercial relational database systems, with
their latest releases, provide some support to manage data tempo-
ralities: for example, both Oracle and IBM DB2 provide a temporal
support both for data types and for valid time and transaction time
dimensions [16]. Focusing on valid time and granularities, TSQL2
allows the speciﬁcation of two different kinds of valid-time tables:
state tables, where each tuple is associated to the interval(s) (per-
iod, according to the SQL terminology) over which the represented
fact is true in the real world; event tables, where each tuple is asso-
ciated to the instant(s) when the represented fact happens in the
real world [35]. Both for state and event tables, it is possible to
specify the calendric granularity to use as time unit (from years
to fractions of second). All the valid times, both of tuples and of
tables, must be given according to the (single) granularity speciﬁed
in the schema. Different granularities can be used in TSQL2 queries,
both in the selection condition and in the GROUP-BY constructs.
SQL/Temporal and the latest releases of IBM-DB2 and Oracle2
mainly considered and extended the parts related to state tables
speciﬁed at different granularities and to the support of different
query semantics and compatibility. With respect to these proposals,
where looking for granular trends has not been explicitly dealt with,
our framework can be considered as a theoretical foundation for
querying temporal data against trends characterized with respect
to different granularities.
Finally, some proposals have been made on the deﬁnition of
data models and query languages, allowing users to specify com-
plex temporal features of clinical data, possibly involving different
temporal granularities and different temporal dimensions
[20–22,32]: differently from the previous proposals, the focus here
is on specifying temporal (relational and object-oriented) data
models and languages allowing one to store together facts having
valid times speciﬁed at different granularities and/or with indeter-
minacy and possibly being either point-based or interval-based
[20,37]. With respect to these proposals, we focus here on the
use of different granularities for querying and specifying temporal
trends, while we assume that temporal data are stored at some
ﬁxed predeﬁned granularity.
An interesting study on trends in temporal databases with
different time granularities has been carried out byWijsen and dis-
cussed in [38]: it focuses on the concept of temporal dependency
(called trend dependency – TD) in databases, considering a signif-
icant family of data evolution regularities. In such a way, the pro-
posed algorithm of TD mining can identify some simple trends
such as ‘‘the parameter never decreases’’ or ‘‘the parameter does
not change during the year’’. Even though the focus of the Wijsen’s
proposal is completely different from that of the framework we
will propose, it is interesting to observe that Wijsen focuses only
on trends holding within single granules (possibly overlapping, in
the Wijsen framework) without any further characterization.
3. Motivating scenario
The most recent hemodialysis devices allow one to automati-
cally collect a huge quantity of data related to every dialysis ses-
sion. In particular, the auditing system aims at deﬁning the
quality of the clinical service by considering the obtained results
and the compliance to clinical prescriptions and protocols. The de-
vice can also alert the nursing staff, should any dangerous situation
occur; the most critical situations can compromise the success of
the dialysis session, i.e., the compliance to clinical prescriptions
and protocols. Every dialysis is characterized by a multivariate
time series and by an outcome. By considering data coming from2 As of July 2011, the releases DB2 10 for z/OS and Oracle 11g provide support for
period data type, for valid and transaction time tables and for temporal queries.a dialysis session, some relationships between variables and
outcomes can be detected, as well as complex patterns related to
outcomes. For example, a decreasing trend for the arterial blood
pressure and an increasing trend for the venous pressure can occur
in presence of a dialysis failure: thus, in this particular clinical con-
text it could be very useful to discover any temporal relationship or
any temporal trend involving the sampled parameters [27,39].
In this paper we focus on data from hemodialysis processes; we
assume that time series associated to each clinical parameter are
stored in suitable tables (views), named after the considered
parameter: we shall have, for example, views SBP, DBP, HR, QB con-
taining data related to the systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood
pressure, hearth rate, and the blood ﬂow measurements, respec-
tively. Any of these views will have the schema (PatientId, Value,
SamplingT), where the attributes Value, SamplingT denote the value
and the valid time of the sampled clinical parameter, respectively;
the valid time of the sampled clinical parameter describes the time
when the value of the parameter is sampled by the device and it is
in the format yy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss. The primary key of this relation is
composed by the patient identiﬁer (PatientId) and by the time
when the data are acquired (SamplingT). These views can be simply
obtained from the clinical database where hemodialysis data are
stored, as we shall discuss in Section 6.
Table 1 depicts a fragment of data acquired during a speciﬁc
hemodialysis session related to a speciﬁc patient (having identiﬁer
p1), and referring to the measured parameter SBP. Stored values
are acquired during the hemodialysis session every 5 min.
A further suitable table (view) Dial, which can be derived from
the clinical database, stores summary data related to hemodialysis
sessions of patients. In our approach, hemodialysis sessions are
granules of different granularities: a granularity represents ses-
sions of one single patient. Each dialysis session is characterized
by attributes as PatientId, DialysisId, StartT, and EndT, which repre-
sent the patient identiﬁer, the dialysis session identiﬁer, and its
starting and ending times, respectively.
For example, with respect to the instance of Table 2, the ﬁrst
dialysis session for the patient with PatientId = p1 starts on 2003-
07-02 at 13:23:00 and ends at 17:53:00 of the same day. The last
tuple is related to a session for patient p6, starting in the evening
and ending during the night (in the next day).
Other tables/views could be used to store granules of further
granularities, as, for example, those related to calendric granulari-
ties of clinical interest. Table 3 depicts an instance of the relation
CalGran, where granules of granularities Monday, Morning, and
WorkingDay are stored.
Several possible, clinically interesting queries can be deﬁned on
these tables. In the following, we mention some of them.
1. A ﬁrst query aims at ﬁnding decreasing trends (if any) for SBP
during some hemodialysis session for patient p1. In this case
we have to verify the existence of a decrease of SBP withinp1 120 2003-07-02 14:23:28
. . . . . . . . .
p1 125 2003-07-02 17:53:28
Table 2
A fragment of relation Dial storing granules representing hemodialysis sessions.
Dial
StartT EndT DialysisId PatientId
2003-07-02 13:23:00 2003-07-02 17:53:00 d49 p1
2003-07-04 14:33:00 2003-07-04 19:00:00 d50 p1
2003-07-07 13:31:00 2003-07-07 18:00:00 d51 p1
2003-07-09 13:49:00 2003-07-09 18:21:00 d52 p1
. . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .
2005-01-06 07:48:00 2005-01-06 12:54:00 d273 p6
2005-01-08 07:38:00 2005-01-08 12:40:00 d274 p6
2005-01-11 22:41:00 2005-01-12 02:42:00 d275 p6
. . . . . . . . . . . .
Table 3
A fragment of relation CalGran storing granules related to some calendric granularity
of clinical interest.
CalGran
StartT EndT GranId Granularity
2003-07-07 00:00:00 2003-07-07 23:59:59 m1 Monday
2003-07-14 00:00:00 2003-07-14 23:59:59 m2 Monday
2003-07-21 00:00:00 2003-07-21 23:59:59 m3 Monday
. . . . . . . . . . . .
2003-07-07 05:00:00 2003-07-07 11:59:59 mr1 Morning
2003-07-08 05:00:00 2003-07-08 11:59:59 mr2 Morning
. . . . . . . . . . . .
2005-01-06 00:00:00 2005-01-06 23:59:59 wd23 WorkingDay
2005-01-07 00:00:00 2005-01-07 23:59:59 wd24 WorkingDay
2005-01-10 00:00:00 2005-01-10 23:59:59 wd25 WorkingDay
. . . . . . . . . . . .
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or stationary, could occur in the same session of the same
patient.
2. Instead of focusing on one single patient, considering trends
within one single session, we could be interested in verifying
for all patients some more global and metric properties involv-
ing several sessions: as an example, we want to ﬁnd patients
showing a stationary trend for SBP, with a speciﬁc threshold
value , holding for some time points of two consecutive
hemodialysis sessions.
3. Moreover, focusing again on one single patient, we are inter-
ested in verifying whether there is an increase trend for SBP
holding for the whole session and for all the sessions. In this
case, we have to exclude the presence of other trends, as
decrease, holding for some periods of some sessions of the given
patient.
4. We are interested in identifying, for some given patient or for
all the patients, the presence of SBP increases starting after
the ﬁrst hour of treatment, being the hemodialysis a long-last-
ing treatment, where some complications could occur some
time after the beginning of the treatment.
5. We are interested in identifying for all the patients the presence
of two subsequent SBP increases on Monday, being this day
more critical, as it is after the week-end.
6. We want to check whether there exist some patients showing
during one hemodialysis session an increasing trend with a var-
iation of at least Di and with a duration m for the systolic blood
pressure, followed by a decreasing trend with a variation of at
least Dd and with a duration n for the diastolic blood pressure.
4. A query language for temporal databases with granularities
This section introduces the extended relational calculus we
propose to allow one to describe queries and temporal trends fortemporal databases with multiple granularities. Our proposal is
an extension of the standard relational calculus [40], having some
similarities with the temporal relational language Two-FOL, pro-
posed in [41].
4.1. The temporal relational model
Let A be a ﬁnite set of (names of) attributes
A ¼ fA1;A2; . . . ;Az; Ts; Te;VT; . . .g and D a ﬁnite set of domains each
of them containing atomic values for attributes. We assume that
there is a speciﬁc domain Dz 2 D having metric properties, i.e., pro-
vided with both algebraic and comparison operators. Let T 2 D be
the (discrete and ordered) time domain.
A relation schema is deﬁned by a relation name R and a set of
attributes A1, A2, . . ., Ak, Az, VT as R(A1,A2, . . . ,Ak,Az,VT). Each attri-
bute Ai assumes values in some domain, denoted as dom(Ai) or
Di, where Di 2 D. The attribute Az assumes values in a domain
Dz 2 D with metric properties. The attribute VT assumes values in
the temporal domain T . A value of T represents an instant, i.e., a
time point of the (discrete) time domain. According to the tempo-
ral database point of view, we could also say that a value of T rep-
resents a chronon, i.e., the smallest, non-decomposable unit of
time [33]. Both perspectives are permitted in our framework.
The degree of R is the number of attributes of its relation sche-
ma. A relation (or relation state or instance) r of the relation sche-
ma R(A1,A2, . . . ,Ak,Az,VT), is a set of tuples: each tuple s is an
ordered list of n values hv1,v2, . . . ,vk,vz,vti, where each value vi,
1 6 i 6 k, is an element of Di; vz is an element of the metric domain
Dz, and vt is an element of the time domain T .
Let us now consider how a temporal database can deal with
multiple time granularities. The main idea is to create suitable rela-
tions whose tuples represent the (ﬁnite) granules of the described
granularities. The new resulting relations include some attributes
A1. . .Al allowing one to identify the speciﬁc granularity the granule
belongs to. Given a ﬁnite set of time granularities G ¼ fG1; . . . ;Gng,
all the granules of any granularity Gi can be represented by means
of (possibly several) relations Gran having the schema
GranðGId;A1; . . . ;Al; Ts; TeÞ
where
 GId denotes the identiﬁer of the described granule;
 A1, . . ., Al are suitable attributes allowing one to identify granu-
larities of set G ¼ fG1; . . . ;Gng;
 Ts and Te represent the starting point and the ending point of a
granule and assume values in the domain T (in this paper, we
shall use the timeline of seconds as T ).
Relation Gran is able to store a ﬁnite number of granules of any
granularity without gaps inside [14,34]. Indeed, each granule is
speciﬁed through its starting and ending points and there is no
way of specifying whether there are gaps inside; it is easy to show
that gaps can be represented as particular granules representing
holes inside granules of the considered granularity [34]. In the fol-
lowing, we shall not consider granularities with gaps inside. The
management of granules with gaps is straightforward: the relation
Gran has to be suitably extended to store bounds of convex parts of
granules, while sub-formulae verifying that a time point belongs to
a granule have to be modiﬁed accordingly.
Without loss of generality, we assume here to focus on the stor-
age and management of the (ﬁnite) number of granules, possibly
belonging to a granularity having inﬁnite granules, containing time
points where some tuples of the database hold. This way, we can
deal both with granularities having a ﬁnite number of granules
(e.g., those representing hemodialysis sessions of patients) and
with granularities having an inﬁnite number of granules (e.g.,
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and so on). In this last case, we assume that there is some mecha-
nism (implemented either through the application or through the
database system) that guarantees the presence of the (ﬁnite) gran-
ules containing time points where tuples hold. We refer the reader
to [42] for the description of a proposal allowing one to manage
through a database system both the speciﬁcation of granularities
and the corresponding granules.
Thus, in general, a database schema S is composed by more than
one relation; we assume to have a ﬁnite set R of relation names,
where the relation with name RiðRi 2 RÞ is deﬁned on the relation
schema Ri X
i;Aiz;VT
 
, with Xi#A; Aiz 2 A, and VT 2 T ; a tuple of
Ri A
i
1;A
i
2; . . . ;A
i
k;A
i
z;VT
 
is described by hv i1;v i2; . . . ;v ik;v iz;vtii,
where v ij is a value in the domain of the attribute A
i
j v ij 2 Dij
 
for
1 6 j 6 k; v iz 2 Dz and vti 2 T . Moreover, we have (possibly sev-
eral) relations Gran(GId,A1, . . . ,Al,Ts,Te) allowing one to represent
granules of several granularities, as previously discussed.
4.2. The temporal relational calculus
The temporal relational calculus we shall use throughout the
paper is a simple extension of the domain relational calculus, to
deal with time-related attributes and with the metric attribute.
We assume to have:
 a ﬁnite set V of variables which refer to attributes. We deﬁne a
function att : V ! A as a map that associates a variable to an
attribute name. In general, we shall use x1, x2, . . ., xk for variables
associated to attributes A1, A2, . . ., Ak; we shall use z, z0, z1, zi, . . .
for variables associated to the metric attribute Az; ﬁnally, we
shall use t, t0, ti, s, e, s0, e0, . . . for variables associated to temporal
attributes VT and Ts, Te. Further suitable variable names will be
used for the database representing the considered clinical
scenario.
 a ﬁnite setH = {<, =, >, 6,P,–} of comparison operators, deﬁned
for all the attribute domains Di;
 a ﬁnite set OP ¼ fþ;g of algebraic operators. We assume that
the domain Dz is provided with both algebraic and comparison
operators;
 boolean connectives: :, ^, _, ?;
 quantiﬁers over the variables: "x (universal quantiﬁer) and $x
(existential quantiﬁer) for each variable x 2 V.
In the following we shall use, without loss of generality, the
notation R(x1,x2, . . . ,xk,z, t) for a relation on the schema
XAzVT#A, with X = {A1,A2, . . . ,Ak}, Az ametric attribute, and t a time
attribute, i.e., att(xi) = Ai for i = 1, 2, . . ., k, att(z) = Az, and att(t) = VT.
The syntax of any formula / of the temporal relational calculus
is the following:
/ ::¼Ri xi1; . . . ; xik; xiz; ti
 j Granðg; x1; . . . ; xl; s; eÞj
tihtjj xihxjj xihv ij xxz:h xjz}vz
 j/1 ^ /2j:/1j 9 ti/1j 9 xi/1
where /1, /2 are formulae, h 2H, vz 2 Dz, vi 2 Di, and } 2 OP. For-
mulae /1 _ /2, /1? /2, and "/1 stand for :(:/1 ^ :/2), :/1 _ /2,
and :$(:/1), respectively.
Let us ﬁrst consider the formulae we need to correctly represent
the constraints holding for relation Gran, to represent granularities
in our relational setting. In order to fulﬁll conditions 1 and 2 of Def-
inition 2.2, we are now able to deﬁne, through a suitable formula,
the following constraints on tuples of Gran(GId,A1, . . . ,Al,Ts,Te):
8 g; x1; x2; . . . ; xl; s; eðGranðg; x1; x2; . . . ; xl; s; eÞ ! ðs 6 eÞÞ ð1Þ8 g0; g00; x1; x2; . . . ; xl; s0; e0; s00; e00ððGranðg0; x1; x2; . . . ; xl; s0; e0Þ
^ Granðg00; x1; x2; . . . ; xl; s00; e00Þ ^ g0 – g00Þ
! ðs00 > e0 _ s0 > e00ÞÞ ð2Þ
Finally, a query expressed through the temporal relational calculus
has the form
fe1; . . . ; emj/g
where / is a formula and e1, . . ., em is a free tuple and the set of vari-
ables occurring in e1, . . ., em is exactly the set of free variables in for-
mula /. Informally, free variables of a formula are those variables
that are not bounded through some quantiﬁer in the formula [40].
The semantics of our temporal relational calculus is that of the
domain relational calculus [40], suitably extended to consider met-
ric and temporal attributes.5. A logic-based taxonomy for temporal trends
This section introduces a logic-based taxonomy for the descrip-
tion of granular trends, i.e., trends deﬁned according to speciﬁc
time granularities.
The formalism we propose here allows one to describe granular
trends related to tuples associated to time points. For sake of sim-
plicity, we do not consider tuples associated to granules and we
explicitly focus on tuples related to single time points; we do not
consider tuples containing aggregate values (such as the average)
over temporal granules.
We ﬁrst introduce some simple trends, i.e., trends with no spe-
ciﬁc temporal characterization; then we highlight some orthogonal
dimensions to classify and characterize granular trends. At a ﬁrst
approximation, we can distinguish between qualitative dimensions
and metric properties: a qualitative dimension allows one to select
a temporal aspect of the required trend; a metric (quantitative)
property allows one to deﬁne the values of a measurement charac-
terizing the selected dimension.
5.1. Simple trends
Some typical trends commonly used in databases [43,38], in
artiﬁcial intelligence [6], and also in clinical decision support sys-
tems [3,7,8], can be informally described in a relational setting as
follows:
 Increase: the value of Attribute of tuples of Relation, having the
same values for a given set of attributes KeySet, increases over
the time and the difference between a value and the next value
(for Attribute) is greater than or equal to the value D.
 Decrease: the value of Attribute of tuples of Relation, having the
same values for KeySet, decreases over the time and the differ-
ence between a value and the next value (for Attribute) is smal-
ler than the value D.
 State: the value of Attribute of tuples of Relation, having the
same values for KeySet, is equal to Constant for a given interval.
 Stationary: the value of Attribute of tuples of Relation, having the
same values for KeySet, over the time is within a range such that
the module of the difference between a value and the next one
(for Attribute) is not greater than Threshold.
5.2. Granular trend characterization
In this subsection, we propose a new way of characterizing sim-
ple (and complex) trends according to the considered granularity.
Our novel approach can be suitably adopted both to specify and
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systematic way with the speciﬁcation of the corresponding query
on the clinical temporal database. Our characterization considers
different dimensions for a granular trend: the granular type, the
granular quantiﬁcation, and the valid time quantiﬁcation. Moreover,
different metric properties can be speciﬁed for granular clinical
trends.
A graphical representation of the dimensions related to granular
trends, called Trend Dimension Tree (TDT), is depicted in Fig. 1. A
rounded box depicts a qualitative dimension; a rectangular box
represents a possible value of its parent dimension; a squared
box depicts a metric property both for the dimension and for the
related values.
TDT systematically describes the temporal features related to a
granular trend; each path from the root node to the leaf nodes im-
poses to choose the values assumed by the qualitative dimensions
and to set the metric properties values.
 The root of the TDT is the qualitative dimension granular type:
it allows one to distinguish two kinds of trend, called intragran-
ule and intergranule, respectively. In intragranule trends, tempo-
ral properties expressed by means of a trend must be satisﬁed
inside a given granule; in intergranule trends, properties must
be satisﬁed over different granules.
 The next qualitative dimension is granular quantiﬁcation. It
speciﬁes the existential or universal quantiﬁcation with respect
to granules. The existential granular quantiﬁcation looks for a
granule during which the trend holds. The universal granular
quantiﬁcation requires the trend to hold during every granule
of the considered granularity.
 The last qualitative dimension is valid time quantiﬁcation. It
allows one to distinguish between local and global trend validity.
The local valid time quantiﬁcation requires the granular trend to
hold over some time points of the considered granule(s); a global
valid time quantiﬁcation requires the granular trend to hold
over all the time points of the considered granule(s).
Metric properties allow one to deﬁne the values of quantitative
measures. These properties describe, at different levels, the con-
cepts of (i) frame windows, (ii) exceptions, and (iii) durations.
Frame windows capture a temporal window, inside a granule or
within several contiguous granules, during which the trend holds.
Exceptions allow one to express the maximum number of allowed
violations to the required trend. Durations allow one to express theLocal Global
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Fig. 1. The Trend Dimension Tree: rounded boxes depict qualitative dimensions; rectang
metric properties both for dimensions and for related values. We have mainly two
quantiﬁcation, i.e., for granules and for (valid) times.temporal length of the required properties. In the following, we de-
scribe the different meanings associated to the concept of duration
in the cases both of intragranule and of intergranule trends.
The meaning of the metric properties shown on the TDT of
Fig. 1 is:
 T-frame: it allows one to specify the temporal window during
which we want to observe the granular trend. Starting from
the fact that this metric property is independent from the type
of granular trend we are describing, it is expressed at root-level.
 Intra-frame or Inter-frame: these properties allow one to specify
a temporal window inside a granule (intragranule trend), or
between granules (intergranule trend).
 Vt-duration or Granule-duration: the concept of duration allows
one to express the temporal length of the required properties.
For an intragranule trend, the concept of duration describes
the number of samples composing the required trend inside a
speciﬁc granule (Vt-duration). For an intergranule trend, the
concept of duration describes the number of distinct granules
(Granule-duration) in which the speciﬁc trend must hold.
 Granule-exception: for universal granular quantiﬁcation, we can
express the maximum number of granules which might not sat-
isfy the required trend.
 Vt-exception: we can express the maximum number of samples
which might not satisfy the required trend. The exceptions can
be placed either in the same granule (intragranule) or in differ-
ent granules (intergranule).
5.3. Granular trend description
Let us now consider some formulae for the description of
granular trends on the temporal schema R(A1, . . . ,An,Az,VT). To clar-
ify the meaning of the formulae, we introduce several examples of
granular trends by considering temporal relations SBP (see Table 1)
and Dial (see Table 2).5.3.1. Granular type – intragranule and intergranule trends
An intragranule trend expresses a relationship between tuples
which are valid in the same granule. This kind of trend requires
that the given pattern holds in all (universal) or in some (existen-
tial) of the time points of a speciﬁc granule. An intergranule trend
expresses a relationship between tuples which are valid in distinct
granules (of the same granularity). For intergranule trends, we canLocal Global
Valid Time
Quantification
xception
Local Global
Valid Time
Quantification
VT-exception
Universal Existential
Granule-
exception
Granular
Quantification
Intergranule Interframe
Granule-
duration
lar
ular boxes represent possible values of its parent dimensions; squared boxes depict
granular types for trends (intra- and inter-granule), both having two kinds of
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Fig. 2. SBP values during the ﬁrst hemodialysis session for patient p1. At least one
decreasing trend is identiﬁed.
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consecutive granules.
Intragranule trend. We now consider the description of a trend
involving two (or more) consecutive tuples of one relation R
belonging to the same granule of a given granularity. To identify
consecutive tuples, we introduce the suitable view
NextTuple(x1,x2, . . . ,xk,z,z0, t, t0) that stands for the following query:
NextTupleðx1; x2; . . . ; xk; z; z0; t; t0Þ
¼deffx1; x2; . . . ; xk; z; z0; t; t0j Rðx1; x2; . . . ; xk; z; tÞ
^ Rðx1; x2; . . . ; xk; z0; t0Þ
^ t < t0 ^ :9 t00; z00ðRðx1; x2; . . . ; xk; z00; t00Þ ^ t < t00 ^ t00 < t0Þg ð3Þ
The query joins tuples of R considering attributes A1, A2, . . ., Ak,
when the tuples are consecutive, i.e., there is no other tuple in be-
tween the times when the two tuples hold.
Query (4) checks whether there is an intragranule increasing
trend, with rateD, for the attribute Az between two consecutive tu-
ples (NextTuple) of relation R, valid inside the same granule of the
granularity, and assuming identical values on X = {A1,A2, . . . ,Al}3:
fx1; x2; . . . ; xk; z; z0; t; t0j NextTupleðx1; x2; . . . ; xk; z; z0; t; t0Þ
^ ðz0 P zþ DÞ ^ 9 s; e; gðGranðg; x1; x2; . . . ; xl; s; eÞ
^ s < t ^ t0 < eÞg ð4Þ
To describe a decreasing trend, a state trend, or a stationary
trend with the same features of the increasing trend (see Query
(4)), the general formula uses the same format replacing the state-
ment (z0 P z + D) by a suitable expression corresponding to the
considered trend.
Example. We want to identify the decreasing trends (if any) for
SBP during one hemodialysis session for patient p1. In order to
describe the required temporal condition for the property, i.e., the
decreasing during one speciﬁc granule represented in the relation
Dial, we specify the following query:
fp1 ; z; z0; t; t0j NextTupleðp1 ; z; z0; t; t0Þ
^ 9 g; s; eðDialðg;p1 ; s; eÞ ^ s 6 t ^ t0 6 e ^ z > z0Þg ð5Þ
where NextTuple has been deﬁned with respect to relation schema
SBP.
The query is fulﬁlled when at least one decrease trend between
two consecutive values of SBP for patient p1 can be observed. The
ﬁrst tuple SBP(pId,z, t) is valid at time t, the second tuple
SBP(pId,z0, t0) is valid at time t0(t0 > t) and both tuples refer to the
same dialysis session (s 6 t < t0 6 e), i.e., they are valid inside the
same granule g of Dial.
Fig. 2 reports the diagram related to the values of SBP during
the ﬁrst hemodialysis session for patient p1. The dashed lines
depict some of possible values of SBP which are not captured by
the corresponding database instance. In the highlighted part of
Fig. 2, the values of SBP associated to patient p1 fulﬁll the query of
the decreasing trend (see Query (5)).
Intergranule trend. We recall that an intergranule trend
expresses a relationship between tuples which are valid in distinct
granules (of the same granularity). Also, for intergranule trends we
can require that the property holds either in several or in all of the
consecutive granules.
A ﬁrst view we need to introduce is NextGranule(g,g0), which
returns the couples of subsequent granules of the same
granularity:3 In general, l 6 k: for sake of simplicity, in this paper we assume in most cases that
l = k.NextGranuleðg; g0Þ ¼deffg; g0j 9 x1; x2; . . . ; xl; s; e; s0; e0
ðGranðg; x1; x2; . . . ; xl; s; eÞ
^ Granðg0; x1; x2; . . . ; xl; s0; e0Þ ^ e < s0
^ :9 g00; s00; e00ðGranðg00; x1; x2; . . . ; xl; s00; e00Þ
^ e < s00 ^ s00 < s0ÞÞg ð6Þ
We can now introduce the view InNextGranule(x1,x2, . . . ,xl, t, t0)
which returns couples of times belonging to subsequent granules
of a speciﬁed granularity.
InNextGranuleðx1; x2; . . . ; xl; t; t0Þ
¼deffx1; x2; . . . ; xl; t; t0j 9 g; g0; s; e; s0; e0ðGranðg; x1; x2; . . . ; xl; s; eÞ
^ Granðg0; x1; x2; . . . ; xl; s0; e0Þ ^ s 6 t ^ t 6 e ^ s0 6 t0
^ t0 6 e0 ^NextGranuleðg; g0ÞÞg ð7Þ
We now introduce the parameterized query
GranDistancehn i(x1,x2, . . . ,xl, t, t0) which returns true when t is in a
granule which is n granules before the granule containing t0 (with
nP 1):
GranDistancehniðx1; x2; . . . ; xl; t; t0Þ ¼def 9 t1; t2; . . . tnþ1
n^
i¼1
InNextGranuleðx1; x2; . . . ; xl; ti; tiþ1Þ ^ t ¼ t1 ^ t0 ¼ tnþ1
 !
ð8Þ
The next view (Query (9)) checks whether there is an intergran-
ule increasing trend with a variation of at least D for attribute Az
between two tuples assuming the same values on X, where the ﬁrst
tuple is valid during a granule and the second tuple is valid n gran-
ules after the ﬁrst one, at the considered granularity.
fx1; x2; . . . ; xk; z; z0; t; t0j Rðx1; x2; . . . ; xk; z; tÞ
^ Rðx1; x2; . . . ; xk; z0; t0Þ ^ GranDistancehniðx1; x2; . . . ; xl; t; t0Þ
^ z0 > zþ Dg ð9ÞExample. We want to ﬁnd the patients showing a stationary trend
for SBP between two consecutive hemodialysis sessions, within a
speciﬁed threshold value . In order to describe the required
temporal condition for the property, i.e., the stationary trend
between two sessions, we use the following query:fpId; z; z0; g; g0j 9 t; t0; s; eðSBPðpId; z; tÞ ^ SBPðpId; z0; t0Þ
^ Dialðg;pId; s; eÞ ^ Dialðg0; pId; s0; e0Þ ^NextGranuleðg; g0Þ
^ s 6 t ^ t 6 e ^ s0 6 t0 ^ t0 6 e0 ^ ððz0 P z^
ðzþ Þ P z0Þ _ ðz P z0 ^ ðz0 þ Þ P zÞÞÞg ð10Þ
The condition of the previous query holds when a stationary
trend between the values of the parameter SBP associated to two
SBP
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Fig. 3. Values of SBP during two consecutive sessions for patient p2.
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the ith granule, which is used in the query NextGranule, and the
second tuple is valid in the (i + 1)th one, considering granules
related to hemodialysis sessions of patient pId.
Fig. 3 reports the diagram related to (some of the possible)
values of SBP during two consecutive sessions of Dialysis for a
given patient p2. Should  be equal to 5, the highlighted parts of
Fig. 3 depict all the possible couples of samples fulﬁlling the
speciﬁed stationary trend for SBP (see Query (10)).5.3.2. Granular quantiﬁcation – existential and universal trends
We can deﬁne an existential or universal quantiﬁcation with re-
spect to the observed granules. In the previous examples, we con-
sidered trends requiring an existential ($) granular quantiﬁcation,
where we look for at least one granule during which the property
holds. We can also consider trends requiring a universal granular
quantiﬁcation ("), where the property must hold during every
granule of the considered granularity. In the following, we provide
an example of a universal granular quantiﬁcation.
Example. Considering patient p1, we want to check if there is an
increase trend for SBP and such a trend holds in the whole granule
and for each granule, considering all the granules related to
sessions of patient p1, as stored in table Dial. This query requires
an increasing intragranule trend, where the property must be
observed in every deﬁned granule.
fp1 ; z; z0j 8 g; t; t0; s; eððDialðg;p1 ; s; eÞ ^ SBPðp1 ; z; tÞ
^ SBPðp1 ; z0; t0Þ ^ s 6 t ^ t < t0 ^ t0 6 eÞ
! ðz0 > zþ DÞÞ ^ 8 g; s; eðDialðg;p1 ; s; eÞ
! 9 t1; t2; z1; z2ðSBPðp1 ; z1; t1Þ ^ SBPðp1 ; z2; t2Þ
^ s 6 t1 ^ t1 < t2 ^ t2 6 eÞÞg
ð11Þ
Query (11) requires that inside every granule of the granularity
related to the hemodialysis sessions of the considered patient p1,
SBP increases in the whole granule, i.e., for every couple of time-
stamps t and t0 (where t0 follows t) belonging to the same granule,
the respective values z and z0 fulﬁll the increasing trend for SBP.
The last part of the formula veriﬁes that in every granule there
are at least two samples for SBP.5.3.3. Valid time quantiﬁcation – local and global trends
We distinguish two different kinds of trends, called local and
global, for valid time quantiﬁcation. A local valid time quantiﬁca-tion deﬁnes the validity of an intragranule or intergranule trend
only for some of the time points in the considered granule(s);
the global valid time quantiﬁcation requires that the trend is valid
all over the time points of the considered granule(s).
The previous general queries (see Query (4) and Query (9)) for
intragranule or intergranule trends consider the case of local quan-
tiﬁcation, while Query (11) is an example of global valid time
quantiﬁcation; we now introduce queries to characterize the global
quantiﬁcation in case of intragranule and intergranule trends and
focus on the increasing trend, only: queries can then be suitably
adapted to the other kinds of trend.
Global intragranule trend. The query describing the intragran-
ule and global increasing trend for the parameter Az during a gran-
ule of the given granularity, is expressed by the following query.
fx1; x2; . . . ; xk; gj 9 s; eðGranðg; x1; x2; . . . ; xl; s; eÞ
^ 9 z; z0; t; t0ðRðx1; x2; . . . ; xk; z; tÞ ^ Rðx1; x2; . . . ; xk; z0; t0Þ ^ s 6 t
^ t < t0 ^ t0 6 eÞ8 z; z0; t; t0ð Rðx1; x2; . . . ; xk; z; tÞð
^ Rðx1; x2; . . . ; xk; z0; t0Þ ^ s 6 t ^ t < t0 ^ t0 6 eÞ
! ðz0 > zþ DÞÞÞg ð12Þ
Query (12) we propose to fulﬁll an intragranule and global
trend, requires that two tuples having a decreasing trend for the
selected parameter cannot exist in the same granule.
Queries (11) and (12) differ from the previously deﬁned ones
because they use the " quantiﬁer and the ? connective: in fact,
the formulae relate to a global trend which requires the property
to hold for all the considered timestamps t and t0 (Query (12)),
and also for all the granules (Query (11)).
Example. Wewant to check if there is a patient having an increase
trend of the parameter SBP during all the hemodialysis session.fpId; gj 9 s; eðDialðg;pId; s; eÞ
^ 9 t; t0; z; z0 SBPðpId; z; tÞ ^ SBPðpId; z0; t0Þ ^ s 6 t ^ t < t0 ^ t0 6 eð Þ
^ 8 t; t0; z; z0ððSBPðpId; z; tÞ ^ SBPðpId; z0; t0Þ ^ s 6 t
^ t < t0 ^ t0 6 eÞ ! ðz0 P zþ DÞÞÞg ð13Þ
Query (13) veriﬁes when an increase trend exists for SBP during
any granule of the granularity Dial; i.e., given two arbitrary time
points t and t0 (t < t0) and the respective values z and z0, the formula
z0 P z + D holds, and in no time point of the granule there is a
counterexample.
SBP
(mmHg)
Time
125
130
135
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70
Fig. 4. Values for SBP during the ﬁrst hemodialysis session for patient p1.
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the ﬁrst hemodialysis session for patient p1. We observe that
stored data fulﬁll the proposed query only if D is zero. Indeed, as
highlighted in Fig. 4, there are several consecutive samples of SBP
assuming the same value; thus, for a value of D greater than 0,
these samples do not satisfy the condition of Query (13).
Global intergranule trend. The query we propose for the inter-
granule and global trend requires that, for each time point of a gran-
ule where a valid tuple R(x1,x2, . . . ,xk,z, t) exists, for each
corresponding tuple R(x1,x2, . . . ,xk,z0, t0) valid in the subsequent
granule, the considered trend between R(x1,x2, . . . ,xk,z, t) and
R(x1,x2, . . . ,xk,z0, t0) is fulﬁlled with respect to the values tuples as-
sume on the attribute Az, i.e., z and z0. As an example, the increasing
trend query is:
fx1; x2; . . . ; xk; gj 9 s; eðGranðg; x1; x2; . . . ; xl; s; eÞ
^ 9 z; z0; t; t0ðRðx1; x2; . . . ; xk; z; tÞ ^ s 6 t ^ t 6 e
^ Rðx1; x2; . . . ; xk; z0; t0Þ
^ InNextGranuleðx1; x2; . . . ; xl; t; t0ÞÞ
^ 8 z; z0; t; t0ððRðx1; x2; . . . ; xk; z; tÞ ^ s 6 t ^ t 6 e
^ Rðx1; x2; . . . ; xk; z0; t0Þ
^ InNextGranuleðx1; x2; . . . ; xl; t; t0ÞÞ ! ðz0 > zþ DÞÞÞg ð14Þ
Thus, for each tuple R(x1,x2, . . . ,xk,z, t) valid inside the ﬁrst gran-
ule, Query (14) checks that all tuples in the subsequent granule
satisfy the increasing trend of Az.
5.3.4. Metric properties – T-frame
In the description of a granular trend we can deﬁne the tempo-
ral window during which we want to check if a considered trend
exists: the notion of T-frame, or Granule(s)-frame, expresses such
a concept. The temporal frame is described either by its starting
and ending tuples or by its starting and ending time points/gran-
ules: indeed, we can specify that the required trend holds in a
temporal frame inside a granule (intra-framemeasure), or between
granules (inter-frame measure). Let us now focus on the identiﬁca-
tion of frames with respect to the tuples inside a granule, where we
need queries able to ‘‘count’’ tuples inside the granule.
To suitably consider granule frames, we introduce the view
FirstTuple(x1,x2, . . . ,xk, t,g): it returns tuples of relation R, which
are valid at time t and are the ﬁrst tuple of the granules g of the
related granularity.
FirstTupleðx1; x2; . . . ; xk; z; t; gÞ
¼deffx1; x2; . . . ; xk; z; t; gj Rðx1; x2; . . . ; xk; z; tÞ
^ 9 s; eðGranðg; x1; x2; . . . ; xl; s; eÞ ^ s 6 t ^ t 6 e
^ :9 t0; z0ðRðx1; x2; . . . ; xk; z0; t0Þ ^ s 6 t0 ^ t0 < tÞÞg ð15Þ
Analogously, we can deﬁne the general query LastTuple
(x1,x2, . . . ,xk,z, t,g): Query (16) returns tuples of relation R, which
are valid at time t, being the last tuples of the granules g.
LastTupleðx1; x2; . . . ; xk; z; t; gÞ
¼deffx1; x2; . . . ; xk; z; t; gj Rðx1; x2; . . . ; xk; z; tÞ
^ 9 s; eðGranðg; x1; x2; . . . ; xl; s; eÞ ^ s 6 t ^ t 6 e
^ :9 t0; y0ðRðx1; x2; . . . ; xk; z0; t0Þ ^ t < t0 ^ t0 6 eÞÞg ð16ÞExample. We want to check whether a patient exists showing an
increase trend of the parameter SBP during one granule of the
granularity related to the hemodialysis sessions and the increase
trend could be observed after the ﬁrst hour of treatment. We
assume that the sampling frequency for the signal is 5 min and that
the recordings last for at least 2 h; thus, we can identify the
starting point of the required intra-frame window by skipping theﬁrst 12 tuples (i.e., all the tuples related to the ﬁrst hour of
treatment) of relation SBP starting from the beginning of the
considered granule stored in relation Dial. The corresponding
query is:
pId; gj 9 t; z; s; e Dialðg; pId; s; eÞ ^ FirstTupleðpId; z; t; gÞ
 (
^9 t1; z1; . . . ; t12; z12
1^1
i¼1
NextTupleðpId; zi; ziþ1; ti; tiþ1Þ
 
^ t ¼ t1 ^ 9 zj; tj; zk; tkðSBPðpId; zj; tjÞ ^ SBPðpId; zk; tkÞ
^ t12 < tj ^ tj < tk ^ tk 6 eÞ ^ :9 th; zh; tm; zmðSBPðpId; zh; thÞ
^ SBPðpId; zm; tmÞ ^ s 6 t ^ t12 < th ^ th < tm ^ tm 6 e
^zm 6 zh þ DÞ
!!)
ð17Þ
In Query (17), the statement FirstTuple checks that t is bound
to the ﬁrst sample of SBP during the considered granule; the state-
ment
V11
i¼1 skips the ﬁrst 12 samples, i.e., all samples acquired dur-
ing the ﬁrst hour of the considered granule; the remainder of the
formula checks that there are at least two tuples after the ﬁrst
12 samples and that there is no tuple where the property does
not hold during that granule, implying that the property holds in
all the stored tuples of the considered granule following the ﬁrst
12 tuples.5.3.5. Metric properties – duration
The concept of duration expresses the temporal length of the
property. In case of intragranule trend, the duration, depicted by
the box VT-duration in Fig. 1, deﬁnes the number of samples com-
posing the required trend inside one speciﬁc granule. In case of
intergranule trend, the duration, depicted by the box Granule-dura-
tion in Fig. 1, deﬁnes the number of distinct granules over which the
required property holds.
Intragranule duration. The general query describing an
increasing and intragranule trend with duration n for the attribute
Az on subsequent tuples of R is:
fx1; x2; . . . ; xk; gj 9 s; e; t1; z1; . . . ; tnþ1; znþ1ðGranðg; x1; x2; . . . ; xl; s; eÞ
n^
i¼1
ðNextTupleðx1; x2; . . . ; xk; zi; ziþ1; ti; tiþ1Þ ^ ziþ1 > zi þ DÞ
^ s 6 t1 ^ tnþ1 6 eÞg ð18Þ
In general, if we require a duration n for a particular trend, we
have to check the required property in n + 1 tuples.
Example. We want to check if there is a patient showing two
subsequent increases of SBP during one hemodialysis session: thus
we have to consider three tuples. The required trend is expressed
through the following query:
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^NextTupleðpId; z; z;0; t; t0Þ ^ z0 > zþ D
^NextTupleðpId; z0; z00; t0; t00Þ ^ z00 > z0 þ D ^ s 6 t0
^ t00 6 eÞg
Query (19) considers when, inside one granule in the relation
Dial, there exists an increase of SBP for at least three consecutive
tuples related to the same patient and to the same hemodialysis
session.
So far, we considered several different time granularities,
namely all granularities related to hemodialysis sessions of pa-
tients (one granularity for each patient and viceversa). To show
that our framework allows the management of different kinds of
granularities, both calendric and domain-dependent, let us con-
sider the following example, where the considered granularity is
Monday, having granules stored in the relation CalGran, as dis-
cussed in Section 3.
Example. We are interested in identifying for all the patients the
presence of two subsequent SBP increases on Monday, being this
day more critical, as it follows the week-end.
fpId; gj 9 z; z0; z00; t; t0; t00; s; eðCalGranðg;Monday; s; eÞ
^NextTupleðpId; z; z;0; t; t0Þ ^ z0 > zþ D
^NextTupleðpId; z0; z00; t0; t00Þ ^ z00 > z0 þ D ^ s 6 t0
^ t00 6 eÞg
This query is similar to the query of the previous example: the
only difference here is that we constrain the SBP increase to occur
during a Monday session: through the expression CalGran(g, Mon-
day, s, e) we constrain the granule g to belong to the granularity
Monday composed by granules corresponding to Mondays. Here
we assume that the relation CalGran is suitably updated with all
the granules (a ﬁnite number) corresponding to Mondays within
the time period when the hemodialysis sessions hold.
Intergranule duration. The general view describing an increas-
ing and intergranule trend with duration n for the parameter Az on
subsequent tuples of R is:
x1; x2; . . . ; xk;g;gnj 9 s; e; s0; e0; t1; z1; . . . ; tnþ1; znþ1
(
Granðg; x1; x2; . . . ; xl; s; eÞ ^Granðgn; x1; x2; . . . ; xl; s0; e0Þ
 
n^þ1
i¼1
Rðx1; x2; . . . ; xk; zi; tiÞ
n^
i¼1
ðInNextGranuleðx1; x2; . . . ; xl; ti; tiþ1Þ
^ziþ1 > zi þDÞ ^ s 6 t1 ^ t1 6 e ^ s0 6 tnþ1 ^ tnþ1 6 e0
!)
ð21Þ
Query (21) holds when, starting from the current granule where
a tuple R(x1,x2, . . . ,xk,z1, t1) exists, one can ﬁnd the subsequent n
granules and in each of them there is a tuple R(x1,x2, . . . ,xk,zi, ti),
with i = 2. . .n + 1, that fulﬁls the required trend on the attribute1st granule 2sd granule 3rd granule
RT(X,Y1,t1)
RT(X,Y2,t2)
RT(X,Y3,t3)
Fig. 5. An increasing and intergranule trendAz with respect to the tuple found in the previous granule. Thus,
R(x1,x2, . . . ,xk,zi, ti) with respect to R(x1,x2, . . . ,xk,zi+1, ti+1), with
i = 1. . .n, depicts an increasing and intergranule trend with duration
n for the parameter Az, as in Fig. 5.
5.3.6. Metric properties – exceptions
An exception expresses the number of observations where the
required trend does not hold. In case of a universal granular quan-
tiﬁcation, the Granule-exception measure of Fig. 1 asserts the max-
imum number of granules where the required trend does not hold.
In case of a valid time quantiﬁcation, the measure Vt-exception of
Fig. 1 asserts the maximum number of samples where the property
does not hold; these samples are located inside one single granule
for an intragranule trend, or spread over different granules for an
intergranule trend. In the following, we shall consider the existential
and the valid time quantiﬁcation, only, to give some examples of
the proposed approach.
Intragranule exception. We now propose the general query for
an intragranule increasing trend with (i) existential granular quanti-
ﬁcation, and (ii) global valid time quantiﬁcation, and (iii) less than n
exceptions.
x1;x2; . . . ;xk;gj 9 s;e; z;z0; t; t0ðGranðg;x1;x2; . . . ;xl; s;eÞ
^ FirstTupleðx1;x2; . . . ;xk; z; t;gÞ ^ LastTupleðx1;x2; . . . ;xk;z0; t0;gÞ
^:9 t1;z1; t0ð1Þ;z0ð1Þ; . . . ; tn;zn; t0ðnÞ;z0ðnÞ
n^
i¼1
ðNextTupleðx1;x2; . . . ;xk; zi; z0ðiÞ; ti; t0ðiÞÞ
 
^ti < tiþ1 ^ z0ðiÞ 6 zi þDÞ ^ s 6 t1 ^ t0ðnÞ 6 e
!
^s 6 t ^ t0 6 e^ z0 > zþDÞ

ð22Þ
In Query (22) the granule under examination is delimited by s
and e. The ﬁrst part of the formula checks that there is the couple
of ﬁrst and last samples within a granule where the required trend
is observed. Next, the granule fulﬁlls the required trend for the tu-
ples of R assuming the same values on attributes x1, x2, . . ., xk, if one
cannot ﬁnd n couples of subsequent tuples R(x1,x2, . . . ,xk,zi, ti) and
R(x1,x2, . . . ,xk,z
0(i), t
0(i)) (with i = 1. . .n) whose values on Az do not ful-
ﬁll the considered increasing trend, i.e., z
0(i) 6 zi + D.
Example. We want to look for patients having an increasing trend
with global valid time quantiﬁcation for the parameter SBP during
one hemodialysis session; we permit less than two exceptions for
the required trend inside the overall trend lasting all the session
long. The corresponding query is:
fpId; gj 9 s; e; z; z0; t; t0ðDialðg; pId; s; eÞ
^ FirstTupleðpId; z; t; gÞ ^ LastTupleðpId; z0; t0; gÞ
^ :9 t1; z1; t0ð1Þ; z0ð1Þ; t2; z2; t0ð2Þ; z0ð2ÞðNextTupleðpId; z1; z0ð1Þ; t1; t0ð1ÞÞ
^NextTupleðpId; z2; z0ð2Þ; t2; t0ð2ÞÞ ^ t1 < t2 ^ z0ð1Þ 6 z1 þ D
^ z0ð2Þ 6 z2 þ D ^ s 6 t1 ^ t0ð2Þ 6 eÞ ^ s 6 t
^ t0 6 e ^ z0 > zþ DÞg ð23Þnth granule (n+1)th granule
RT(X,Yn,tn)
RT(X,Y(n+1),t(n+1))
with duration n for the parameter Az.
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the case of intergranule trend with (i) existential granular quantiﬁ-
cation, and (ii) global valid time quantiﬁcation, and (iii) less than n
exceptions. The formula allows one to check if, ﬁrstly, the required
trend exists: then, the formula checks if there exists a couple of
subsequent granules such that, for each time point t of the ﬁrst
granule, there exists a valid tuple R(x1,x2, . . . ,xk,z, t) such that, for
each tuple R(x1,x2, . . . ,xk, ti, ti) valid in the subsequent granule, the
required trend between z and ti+1 (with i = 1. . .n) holds with less
than n exceptions. If we assume to look for the exceptions in an
increasing trend, the resulting query is:
x1; x2; . . . ; xk; gj 9 s; e Granðg; x1; x2; . . . ; xl; s; eÞ
 (
^9 z; z0; t; t0ðRðx1; x2; . . . ; xk; z; tÞ ^ s 6 t
^t 6 e ^ Rðx1; x2; . . . ; xk; z0; t0Þ
^ InNextGranuleðx1; x2; . . . ; xl; t; t0Þ ^ z0 > zþ DÞ
^:9 t1; z1; . . . ; tn; zn
n^
i¼1
Rðx1; x2; . . . ; xk; zi; tiÞ ^ s
 
6 t1
^tn 6 e
n^1
i¼1
ðti < tiþ1Þ ^ 9 t0ð1Þ; z0ð1Þ
Rðx1; x2; . . . ; xk; z0ð1Þ; t0ð1ÞÞ
n^
i¼1
ðInNextGranuleðx1; x2; . . . ; xl; ti; t0ð1ÞÞ
 
^z0ð1Þ 6 zi þ DÞ
!!!)
ð24Þ
The ﬁrst three lines of Query (24) ﬁnd the beginning and ending
timestamps of the ﬁrst granule (s and e, respectively) and check
that the required increasing trend exists. Next, the query checks
the intergranule increasing trend with global valid time quantiﬁca-
tion and existential granule quantiﬁcation with less than n excep-
tions: thus, the second part of the selection condition allows less
than n possible tuples in the ﬁrst granule to be an exception with
respect to the considered trend when associated to some tuples of
the next granule.
Even though our proposal does not explicitly deal with the issue
of noise and uncertainty in biomedical signals and data, the spec-
iﬁcation of exceptions could be considered as a basic and extensi-
ble mean of managing, in general, possible errors and uncertainty
in the acquired medical data.
5.4. Complex trends
Complex trends are those trends that can be derived as a combi-
nation of the simple ones we introduced above.
Example. Let us now consider the systolic blood pressure SBP
and the diastolic blood pressure DBP acquired during the
hemodialysis sessions of a set of patients: values are stored by
relations SBP and DBP, respectively. We want to check if there
exists a patient showing during one hemodialysis session an
increasing trend with a variation of at least Di and duration n for
the systolic blood pressure followed by a decreasing trend with a
variation of at least Dd and duration m for the diastolic blood
pressure. Trends must be observed inside the same granule,
stored in the relation Dial and must relate to the same patient.
The related query is:pId; gj 9 s; e; t1; z1; . . . ; tnþ1; znþ1t0ð1Þ; z0ð1Þ; . . . ; t0ðmþ1Þ; z0ðmþ1Þ
(
Dialðg;pId; s; eÞ
n^
i¼1
ðNextTupleSBPðpId; zi; ziþ1; ti; tiþ1Þ
 
^ziþ1 > zi þ DiÞ
m^
j¼1
ðNextTupleDBPðpId; zðjÞ; zðjþ1Þ; tðjÞ; tðjþ1ÞÞ^
z0ðjþ1Þ < z0ðjÞ  DdÞ ^ s 6 t1 ^ tnþ1 ¼ t0ð1Þ ^ t0ðmþ1Þ 6 e
!)
ð25Þ
Fig. 6 depicts an example of a complex trend related to Query
(25), where m = 3 and n = 3: the increasing trend of duration 3
for the systolic blood pressure parameter (SBP) is followed by a
decreasing trend of duration 3 for the diastolic blood pressure
parameter (DBP).
If we analyze in detail Query (25), we can observe that the
beginning of the increasing trend for SBP starts at timestamp t1;
the statement
Vn
i¼1 checks that the duration of the increasing trend
for SBP lasts at least for n samples and is greater thatDi; the begin-
ning of the decreasing trend for DBP starts at timestamp t0(1),
which has to coincide with tn+1; the statement
Vm
k¼1 checks that
the duration of the decreasing trend for DBP lasts at least for m
samples and is greater that Dd. Views NextTupleSBP and Next-
TupleDBP are simply the view NextTuple suitably modiﬁed to
consider relations SBP and DBP, respectively.6. Querying a relational database for trends
This section reports on how some queries of Section 5.3 can be
mapped to SQL on top of a database system based on the relational
data model, to give an operational account of the theoretical
framework we proposed in the previous section. Thus, we ﬁrst de-
scribe how to represent data and time granularities by means of
suitable relations and views. Then, we introduce the SQL language
and describe a general approach to translate relational calculus
queries for temporal trends into SQL equivalent ones: we consider
as an example the relational calculus Query (3) (namely, NextTu-
ple) and map it to the corresponding SQL statement.
6.1. Representing data and time granularities
Let us consider, without loss of generality, the following real
world clinical database (partial) schema, composed by tables
Dialysis, Monitoring, and Parameters, as depicted in Tables
4–6. Table Dialysis stores the values of some parameters mea-
sured once during every session of hemodialysis: Table 4 depicts
a (partial) instance of Dialysis. Among the stored parameters,
the weight of the patient, as measured before starting the dialysis,
and the weight loss, as measured at the end of the hemodialysis,
are depicted.
Table Monitoring stores values and sampling times of clinical
parameters monitored during the hemodialysis sessions: each
parameter is identiﬁed by ParamId, which references the corre-
sponding parameter details, as stored in table Parameter. The
considered dialysis session is identiﬁed by the attribute Dialysi-
sId, that references the corresponding session, as stored in table
Dialysis: Table 5 depicts a (partial) instance of Monitoring.
From these three tables, we can derive the suitable views we
need to deal with trends of single clinical parameters. Focusing
on the motivating example, view SBP (see Table 1 in Section 3)
stores samples of SBP (systolic blood pressure) which are mea-
sured several times during every hemodialysis session: in our
example, the sampling period is 5 min.
Table 4
A fragment of table Dialysis storing data about hemodialysis sessions.
Dialysis
PatientId DialysisId DialDate StartTime EndTime Weight
before
Weight
loss
. . .
p1 49 2003-
07-02
13:23:00 17:53:00 60.4 3.92 . . .
p1 50 2003-
07-04
14:33:00 19:00:00 60.9 4.02 . . .
p1 51 2003-
07-09
13:31:00 18:00:00 60.3 3.76 . . .
p1 52 2003-
07-11
13:49:00 18:21:00 60.4 4.02 . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
p6 273 2005-
01-06
07:48:00 12:54:00 73.6 5.12 . . .
p6 274 2005-
01-08
07:38:00 12:40:00 72.4 4.64 . . .
p6 275 2005-
01-11
07:41:00 12:42:00 76.7 5.47 . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Time
13:53:28 14:53:28
65
17:53:28
Systolic Pressure
Diastolic Pressure
75
85
95
105
115
125
135
145
155
165
175
SBP
DBP
(mmHg)
Fig. 6. A complex trend related to an increasing trend for the systolic blood
pressure followed by a decreasing trend for the diastolic blood pressure.
Table 5
A fragment of table Monitoring storing values of the clinical parameters acquired
during hemodialysis sessions.
Monitoring
PatientId DialysisId SamplingTime ParamId Value
p1 49 13:23:28 23 120
p1 49 13:28:28 23 110
p1 49 13:33:28 23 105
p1 49 13:38:28 23 115
p1 49 13:43:28 23 115
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
p1 49 14:23:28 23 120
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
p1 49 17:53:28 23 125
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
p1 50 14:38:28 24 80
p1 50 14:43:28 24 70
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Table 6
A fragment of table Parameter storing the Ids, the names, the minimum and
maximum acceptable values and the unit of measure of the clinical parameters
acquired during hemodialysis sessions.
Parameter
Id Name Min Max Unit
23 SBP 80 250 mmHg
24 DBP 20 180 mmHg
25 HDL 50 500 mg/dL
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4 Roughly speaking, the concept of table corresponds to that of relation in the
relational data model.
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structure with SBP.
Moving from table Dialysis of Table 4, we can derive view
Dial of Table 2, which represents time granularities related to
the hemodialysis sessions of patients: every hemodialysis session
corresponds to one granule, and all the hemodialyses of a patient
compose a granularity.
6.2. Queries for temporal trends
In this section, we introduce the main features of SQL query
language, extensively used in the database area, and discuss thegeneral approach to translate relational calculus queries proposed
in Section 5.3 into equivalent SQL ones. Here, we shall exemplify
our approach through the NextTuple view of Query (3) on SBP:
thus, we shall obtain a NextTupleSBP view to denote the next
tuple of every tuple of view SBP. Full details and the other views,
as well as a translation of some queries to relational algebra, can
be found in [44].6.2.1. The query language SQL
A SQL query is mainly expressed through the basic statement
SELECT <target_list>
FROM <table(s)>
WHERE <condition>
The meaning of this statement can be informally described in
the following way: consider tuples in tables speciﬁed in <ta-
ble(s)> and select only those tuples that verify the condition
speciﬁed in <condition>; return only values of attributes/expres-
sions speciﬁed in <target_list>.
Clause FROM includes the names of table(s)4 whose attribute(s)
is/are used in the query, either into the target list or into the condi-
tion to verify over tuples. Should the user want to use a different
name for the table in the condition evaluation or the query use more
than one instance of the same table, the clause enables the user to
associate a variable name (i.e., tuple variable) to any relation by
the extended clause FROM table_name AS nickname. Any attribute
of the speciﬁc relation is referred to as tablename.attributename
or nickname.attributename, namely the dot notation. The FROM
clause can also deﬁne join paths among tables by the JOIN keyword.
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every tuple of table(s) declared in the FROM clause. As in relational
calculus, SQL enables the user to deﬁne connectors between sub-
formulae (AND, OR, NOT), comparisons between attributes (=, <, >,
6, –, etc.), and nested queries (e.g., by the construct NOT IN,
EXCEPT).
The SELECT clause of SQL also features some aggregate func-
tions (min, max, count, sum, average, stdev) which are not pro-
vided by plain relational calculus. Aggregate functions apply on the
entire table, thus considering all the tuples as one unique set (or
group), or apply to several subsets of tuples, specifying by the
GROUP BY clause the attribute(s) whose value(s) set(s) up the
subset over which the aggregate function is evaluated: speciﬁc
conditions on values returned by aggregate functions can be fur-
ther expressed by the HAVING clause. Finally, some sorting criteria
over returned tuples can also be deﬁned by the ORDER BY clause.
A generic relational calculus query, e.g., the one of Query (3), re-
turns a set of tuples and names the set. Similarly, any SQL query
returns a set: if we want to name the returned set, SQL provides
the user with the CREATE VIEW <view_name> AS <sql_query>
statement, specifying the name of the resulting set (<view_name>)
and including the SQL statement (<sql_query>) on how to select
the attributes and the tuples to be included in the resulting table.
As an example, the SQL statement of Listing 1 speciﬁes the SBP
view, while the SQL statement of Listing 2 speciﬁes the Dial view.
6.2.2. Translating relational calculus queries for temporal trends to
SQL queries
The issue of translating a relational calculus expression into an
equivalent one in SQL has been extensively studied in the database
community [45]: indeed, it is well known that SQL has at least the
same expressive power as relational calculus, and every formula of
the relational calculus has an equivalent SQL expression, if we con-
sider only safe expressions, as in our case.5 Considering the transla-
tion of our relational calculus queries for temporal trends, we have
to consider the following steps:
1. we have to reduce the considered query to an equivalent one
not containing either universal quantiﬁers or implication con-
nectors: to do that, we translate any "x, y, . . . (/(x,y, . . .)) into
the equivalent :$x, y, . . . (:/(x,y, . . .)) and any implication /
? w into :/ _ w;
2. by this equivalent expression, we can translate any relation/
view, appearing with no quantiﬁer or within the scope of a
non-negated existential quantiﬁer, into an equivalent table/
view declaration (with the suitable tuple variable) in the FROM
clause;
3. as in the SELECT clause, the <target_list> refers to attri-
butes of tuples which set up the resulting table, all the variables
corresponding to the attributes in the relational calculus query
have to correspond in the SELECT clause to the suitable attri-
bute names, preﬁxed by the tuple variable used in the FROM
clause (dot notation, see Section 6.2.1): every attribute variable
x of a relation R will correspond to NN.att(x) in the SQL state-
ment, where NN stands for the tuple variable assigned to R.
4. variables used in several relations (to represent joins) are trans-
lated through different tuple variables together with suitable
equality conditions in the WHERE clause;
5. all the conditions of a non-negated existential quantiﬁer are
translated into the corresponding conditions in the WHERE
clause, using the suitable tuple variable and attribute name,5 Roughly speaking, safe expressions are those expressions that avoid inﬁnite query
results.as already detailed for the SELECT clause. Tuple variables can
be used several times in the scope of the query and of nested
subqueries where they are declared.
6. any negated existential quantiﬁer is translated into a nested
query through the construct NOT EXISTS <nested_query>:
quantiﬁed variables are translated as previously described to
compose the SELECT clause of nested_query, while the
remainder of the nested query is built as in the previous steps.
7. all the named relational calculus queries have to be speciﬁed
within the statement CREATE VIEW, to be suitably used in fur-
ther queries/views.
As an example, we recall the Query (3) applied to the relation
SBP:NextTupleðp; s; s0; t; t0Þ ¼deffp; s; s0; t; t0j SBPðp; s; tÞ
^ SBPðp; s0; t0Þ ^ t < t0
^ :9 t00; s00ðSBPðp; s00; t00Þ ^ t < t00 ^ t00 < t0Þg
The translation from relational calculus to SQL of Query (26)
according to the above rules is depicted in Listing 3.
Instead of the direct translation of the view NextTuple into an
equivalent SQL query, since we have a nested query inside the
selection condition of the form WHERE NOT EXISTS (SELECT. . .),
we could alternatively use a nested query like WHERE SBP2.Sam-
plingT IN (SELECT MIN(. . .) . . .), as depicted in Listing 4: it is
straightforward to show that the view speciﬁed using the grouping
SQL operator is equivalent to the corresponding relational calculus
formula. Moreover, the use of the SQL aggregate function MIN im-
proves the readability of the view, by leveraging, at the same time,
on the query optimization techniques developed for SQL
interpreters.
Observation. Listing 3 deﬁnes the NextTupleSBP view. It in-
cludes both attributes Value and NextValue associated to Sam-
plingT, and NextSamplingT, respectively: we assume that at
the database level we have materialized views [46,47] and we pre-
fer to have views avoiding further joins when evaluating trends.
For sake of clarity, we assume to have one view for every table,
thus having a NextTupleSBP view to denote the next tuple of
every tuple of SBP (systolic blood pressure): similarly, the Next-
TupleDBP view will denote the next tuple of every tuple of DBP
(diastolic blood pressure), and so on. Alternatively, we could also
plan to have one unique view, namely NextTuple, to store all
the next tuples of SBP, DBP. . ., without having the many views
NextTupleSBP, NextTupleDBP. . . However, the resulting unique
view NextTuple would result in a very big one: in fact, if we as-
sume to have n tuples in all the k tables storing the acquired sam-
ples, the resulting view NextTuple would have at most n
 (n  1)  k tuples. If we also consider that we can perform some
joins on the view NextTuple, the entire operation would really be
a great challenge for the DBMS. Thus, we prefer to have several
views, each of them serving one table only and sizing at most
n  (n  1) tuples.7. The trend analyzer tool
We designed and implemented a software prototype, named
Trend Analyzer and applied it to the analysis of clinical data from
hemodialysis sessions.7.1. Design and implementation
The prototype has been developed in the Java programming lan-
guage, with the support of the Netbeans development environment.
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through the JDBC API by the Java code.
As for the object-oriented design, Fig. 7 depicts the class
diagram of the main classes of the prototype. The graphical visual-
ization of trends is obtained through JFreeChart, an open source li-
brary (under LGPL licence) for charts. The type hierarchy of classes
AbstractTrend and the ones inheriting from it of package trend
(Fig. 7 depicts some of them: trend::Intergranule, trend::Intragran-
ule, trend::localIntergranule, trend::localIntergranuleState, and tren-
d::local-IntergranuleIncrease) allow one to represent the granular
trends of the proposed framework: a trend can be either intra- or
intergranule, and then either local or global, and so on. The most
specialized classes are concrete ones, i.e., they can be instantiated,
and contain the complete speciﬁcation of the algorithm for deriv-
ing the required trend. Method getData() of AbstractTrend provides
the persistent storage of the computed trends. Class ChartData
allows the speciﬁcation of derived trends for their graphical repre-
sentation, while classes ApplicationFrame and TrendChartFrame
implement the graphical user interface. Class ApplicationFrame col-
lects the graphical speciﬁcations by the user on the required trend:
the group of patients to consider, the type of trend (increase, de-
crease, state, stationary), the granular type (inter- or intragranule),
the granular quantiﬁcation, the maximum number of allowed
exceptions, the valid time quantiﬁcation, the time frame to con-
sider, the minimum required duration, and so on. Class TrendChart-
Frame provides the graphical rendering of the given trend. Class
LightDatabaseManager connects to the DBMS, to perform the
suitable queries, according to the requirements from the concrete
classes inheriting from AbstractTrend.
The prototype provides a graphical user interface (GUI) to
specify the properties of the required granular trend; the speci-
ﬁed trend corresponds to the composition of suitable queries
(as those described in the previous section), that are composed
and executed by the back-end part of the prototype; after the
execution of the speciﬁed queries, the GUI displays the queryFig. 7. The main classes of Trend Analyzer: classes are grouped in three maresults vs. the usual timeline and enables the user to navigate
through the results in a simple and standard way (zooming, time-
slice selection).
Fig. 8 depicts a part of the GUI specifying the required trend: the
tab ‘‘Trend properties’’ enables the user to specify the features
discussed in the previous sections as well as the considered clinical
parameter (i.e., signal) and (possibly) a time frame, to reduce the
amount of considered data according to their temporal location.
The tab is structured in several panels: the ﬁrst one (starting from
the top of the window) allows the user to specify the required
trend (increase, decrease, and so on) and (possibly) the chosen
rate; the two panels below allow the user to specify the granular
quantiﬁcation and the valid time quantiﬁcation, according to the
TDT of Fig. 1; the bottom panel of the tab allow the speciﬁcation
of some metric properties, according to the taxonomy discussed
in Section 5. Tab ‘‘Patients’’ allows the user to specify whether
the system has to look for the speciﬁed trend either on all the
patients or on some patients suitably speciﬁed in the same tab.
The bottom panel of the overall window allows the user to choose
the parameter for the speciﬁed trend.
Figs. 9 and 10 depict two examples of visualization of the result-
ing trends for the intragranule and intergranule case, respectively.
The y-axis depicts the values of the considered parameter; the
x-axis depicts time units; the window title depicts the main set-
tings of the speciﬁed trend.
We enriched the Trend Analyzer with the capability of storing
the granular trends obtained from the queries performed by the
system, using these results as a starting point for further queries
and analysis. This way, the Trend Analyzer becomes also the ﬁrst
basic step for obtaining interval-based clinical abstract data, to
use for further analysis.
In our case, derived granular trends have been used in the
context of temporal data mining [39], to derive temporal associa-
tion rules among trends. As a ﬁnal step, we integrated the Trend
Analyzer and the tool for deriving temporal association rules withinin packages (db, gui, and trend), according to the MVC design pattern.
Fig. 8. Trend Analyzer: specifying the trend. Tab ‘‘Trend properties’’ allows the user
to specify the features represented through the Trend Dimension Tree and the
considered clinical parameter (i.e., signal). Tab ‘‘Patients’’ allows the user to specify
whether the system has to look for the speciﬁed trend either on all the patients or
on some given patients.
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to provide physicians and health decision-makers with a set of
integrated decision-support tools to derive and analyze temporal
clinical data.Fig. 9. Trend Analyzer: visualizing intragranule trends. Short intragranule increase trend
given patient.7.2. Preliminary evaluation
We applied the prototype on data from the Unit of Nephrology
and Dialysis of the Hospital of Mede (Pavia, Italy): the database
sizes about 200 MB and consists of more than 1400 hemodialysis
sessions, in about 5months. Data are related to 43 patients and con-
tain values of 1,572,711 samples acquired during the sessions. For
our tests, we considered a subset of 33 sessions in a period of about
64 days, related to 6 patients, containing values of about 36,000 ac-
quired samples, belonging to 16 clinical parameters: the subset
sizes about 11 MB, and we used a computer equipped with an
AMD Athlon 3000 processor (1.73 GHz) and 512 MB of RAM.
The tests considered ﬁve different trends. The ﬁrst one on heart
rate (HR) measurements was an intragranule increase trend with
threshold 7, local and existential, or patient p1: the prototype
computed the given trend on the hemodialysis almost instanta-
neously. The second trend was a universal, local, and intragranule
decreasing trend for the temperature with a minimum duration of
three samples for patient p1: in this case, the user had to wait
about 20 s for the trend. This is due to the requirement of having
a minimum duration of three samples together with the fact that
the temperature was acquired more frequently than the heart rate
during the sessions (56 times vs 17 times): in the latter case, in-
deed, the number of performed joins and subqueries increases.
The third trend was a global, universal, intragranule increase
with a 0.01 threshold on the weight loss for all patients. The fourth
trend was a local intergranule decrease with threshold 3 for SBP in
one single, chosen granule. The ﬁfth trend was a global existential
intergranule stationary with a threshold of 10 for the heart rate
and with no more than 2 exceptions. These latter three trends were
computed for all the patients and the required trends were
computed within few seconds.
From this preliminary practical experience, we obtained
evidence that efﬁciency issues cannot be neglected: indeed, preli-
minary results show that our OLAP-based approach runs on sev-
eral separate tables and related materialized views (e.g.,
NextTupleSBP, NextTupleDBP), is feasible and allows one to dis-
tinguish between the (possibly time-consuming) data extraction-
transformation-loading phase, where materialized views are
suitably computed and stored, from the analysis phase, wheres for systolic pressure, with a difference greater than 10 mmHg are displayed for a
Fig. 10. Trend Analyzer: visualizing intergranule trends. Intergranule increase trends are displayed spanning two or more granules.
Listing 1. SQL deﬁnition of the view SBP.
Listing 2. SQL deﬁnition of the view Dial.
Listing 3. Translation of relational calculus Query (3) applied to the relation SBP, which returns all the couples of subsequent tuples of SBP.
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Listing 4. Optimized deﬁnition of the NextTupleSBP view which returns all the couples of subsequent tuples of SBP.
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speeding up further queries).
8. Conclusions and future work
This paper presented a framework for querying clinical data
over temporal trends involving granularities: as a reference exam-
ple, we considered the domain of patients who undergo hemodial-
ysis treatments, and in particular the several parameters which are
acquired during every session. Each session corresponds to a
granule of the granularity induced by the hemodialysis treatments
for a particular patient.
The query framework relies on a temporal data model, where
one can represent both clinical data and multiple granularities.
The framework can consider simple trends, such as increase trends
featuring a variation D in the value of an acquired parameter,
decreasing trends, state trends, and stationary trends.
The query framework can derive different kinds of simple
trends according to the granules and the related features: the trend
can relate to samples coming from one unique granule (intragran-
ule trend, to consider, for example, data from one unique dialysis)
or from several granules (intergranule trends, to consider data from
several hemodialysis sessions of the same patient), and can use the
existential quantiﬁer (at least one granule where the required con-
dition holds) or the universal quantiﬁer (the required condition is
always true, no granules with counter-examples exist) in specify-
ing the trend; moreover a trend could be either local or global with
respect to the time points of granule(s) where it holds. The frame-
work can also require that the trend has a minimum duration, or
that the trend is observable with a number of exceptions smaller
than a predeﬁned threshold, i.e., the user can limit the number of
situations where the speciﬁed trend does not hold. Additionally,
complex patterns can be deﬁned, such as requiring an increasing
trend (increase amount Di) of duration n, followed by a decreasing
trend (decrease amount Dd) of duration m showing less than k
exceptions during the decreasing trend.
The framework translates the queries from the extended rela-
tional calculus to SQL. As a proof of concept, we designed and
implemented a running prototype testing the model and the que-
ries over a real DBMS: the application domain considers hemodial-
ysis sessions where a huge amount of data are collected during thetreatment for every patient. Our framework could help to derive
useful knowledge from these data, to improve the quality of
provided care.
Moreover, the considered approach, based on views, can be con-
sidered as the basis for OLAP (On line Analytical Processing) appli-
cations, where the considered data form a clinical data warehouse,
explicitly managed and stored for deep analyses, without affecting
the OLTP (On line Transaction Processing) application, devoted to
support the daily acquisition and management of clinical data.
While the data model and the query language can be easily
deployed in other clinical areas as lab data analysis, clinical fol-
low-ups and trials, some more possible extensions can be consid-
ered. From the data model point of view, we could extend it to
manage overlapping (moving) time windows, to consider the
transaction time or other temporal dimensions, and to deal with
multiple user-deﬁned granularities such as those related to the
shifts of the personnel (e.g., nurses or physicians). Furthermore,
other additional mappings from relational calculus can be consid-
ered, such as Object-Oriented DB, OQL, OIF, as well as XML and
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